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CRITERIA FOR UNSAFE AND SAFE BOUNDARIES 
OF THE STABILITY DOMAIN FOR EQUATIONS 

WITH DELAY? 

L. Z. FISHMAN 
Nizhnii Novgorod 

(Received 23 November 1995) 
Using the results of [l-5], criteria are obtained for unsafe and safe segments of the boundaries of the stability domain @SD) 
for equilibrium states of first-order equations with delay and systems of second-order equations with delay corresponding to a 
zero root and a pair of pure imaginary roots. It is shown for an oscillator with delay, unlike one without, that the BSD for its 
equilibrium state might be unsafe. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Problems involving the determination of unsafe and safe boundaries of the stability domain (BSD) for equilibrium 
states of systems with delay have been studied in [l-11]. Methods and algorithms for investigating the stability of 
systems with delay in critical cases, in which they are reduced to truncated systems without delay are given in [6-111. 
Formulae have been obtained for a quantity similar to the first Lyapunov quantity for special cases of first-degree 
equations with delay and the second-degree system considered below [l, lo]. Fix systems of arbitrary degree with 
delay, a short form of the criteria for unsafe and safe BSD for the equilibrium states is given in [2,3]. However, 
no such simple or convenient criteria for unsafe or safe BSD for the equilibrium states of systems with delay are 
to be found in [l-11] as for systems without delay in [12]. 

1. FIRST-DEGREE EQUATIONS WITH DELAY 

We will consider how to find the unsafe and safe BSD for the equilibrium state of the equation 

x=ax+ ~bkx(t-Tk)+F(x,x(r-T,)....,x(t-?,)) 
k=l 

(l-1) 

where x is a scalar, II and bk are constant coefficients, and 71 > 0, ~2 > 0, . . . , 7, > 0. 
Suppose that the analytic function F(xI, x2, . . . , x,,+~) is expanded in series in the neighbourhood of the point 

Xl =x2=...=x,+1, starting from terms of no less than second degree in xl, x2, . . . ,x,+1 of the form 

F= x U*XiXk + z 
I<i<k<n+l 

aik,&xkxp+... 
l~iGk<pcn+l 

where aik, a. are constant coefficients 
Suppose t 2 at the characteristic equation 

A(p)=p-a- ibkemPk =O 
k=l 

(1.2) 

either has rootspl 2 = +iw, or has a rootp = 0 and rootspi satisfying the condition Repj < +.J < 0. 
We will amside; the case where Eq. (1.25 has roots 

~1.2 = fhw. Pj with Repj < -o < 0. 

We will write Eq. (1.1) in operator form [S] 

dx,(e)/dt=Lr,(e)+R(x,(e)), x,@)=x(t+8) 

I 

4 (8) - -TS0<0 
f+(e)= de 

9 

tX,(o)+ tbkX,(-$1, 8~0 
k=l 

(1.3) 
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w, W) = I 
0, -ZGO<O 

~(x,(Oh.g-7,)) ,...I x,(-r,), e=o 

where 7 = max(zI, TV, . . . , r,J,x(t) is a solution of Eq. (1.1) fort > 0 with continuously differentiable initial function 
xow = (Pm 

We consider the functions 

, Aj = 1 + i bkTr exp(-pi%,), j = 1,2 
k=I 

Using the method described in [8], by means of the change of variables 

Yi(t)=x,(0)-k~~‘j:xp(-Pj(*k +V))Xt(VM’ 
3 0 

Z,(e)=+@)- $bj@)YjO) 
j=l 

Eq. (1.3) becomes the “truncated” second-degree system without delay 

jj =~jYj +Q(YI~Y~)~ izl.2 

Q(yl.y2)=F(y,.yr2,....y,+l)= z aikYiYk+ z aikp~i~kYp+**s 
IciSkSn+l lcickcp<n+l 

(1.4) 

U,,,+i,j =eXP(-pj~,,,)lAj. jz1.2; m=O,1,2 ,..., n; ‘TO =O 

where dCk) are constant coefficients defined below. 
Multip$ng the expressions vi, vk, w,, by one another, we obtain the function e(yl,y2) in the form Of a polynomial 

in CYI,Y~) 

where 

1 
AI,=- z 

4A2lci<k<n+l 
aik(uiluk2 +"iZa&l) 

+ c uiqa~"ilbkl~p2~uiluk2~pl~ui2<JkI~p~~ 
I<iCkGpSn+l 1 

Q,+l,j =exp(-pjr,). j=1,2. 70 =0, m=0.1.2 ,..., n 

(1.7) 

~=(~-#O. r+q=2, k=1,2,...,n; dP)=y~)/(A@~) rg 
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We will not give the form of the remaining coefficients A, of system (1.4), since they do not appear in the 
expressions for the quantity similar to the fust Lyapunov quantity. 

The quantity similar to the 8rst Lyapunov quantity for system (1.4) and, therefore, Eq. (l.l), is found from the 
formula 

g = ReA,, -a-‘A,, Im(Azo) W3) 

In the special case when n = 1, where Eq. (1.1) contains only one delay z1 = z, formulae (1.5) and (1.6) take 
the simpler form 

A20 =-$n,, +a& +a&, (1.9) 
I 

6] = exp(-ptz), 8, = exp(-p2r), Ai = I+ b,eoPjT 

The quantities $, #$ in (1.9), (l.lO), are obtained from (1.7) with it = 1, z1 = o, k = 1. 
Inthecasewhenn=l,zr=z= 1, a = u* = 0, b1 = -ld2 in Eq. (1.1). formula (1.8) becomes 

( 37c 1L 
g=3~1li+w2- 722274112 

1 

which is the same as the formula obtained for this case in [lo]. 
Ifg < 0, the BSD for Eq. (1.1) is safe; if g > 0, it is unsafe [6,8]. 
Consider the case when Eq. (1.1) has one zero root. Let 

Then Bq. (1.2) has the single rootpi = 0. Let the other rootspi of Bq. (1.2) satisfy the condition Repj < -o < 0. 
Using the method described in [3, 71 in this case, we find quantities similar to the first and second Lyapunov 

quantities for Eq. (1.1) 

(1.11) 

The form of Eq. (1.1) with 71 = 22 = . . . = z, = 0, a + Zz=,bk = 0 implies that the stability of the equilibrium 
state x = 0 depends on the quantity li = Zleskk4,,+luk if 11 f 0, and on 12 = Zl<icksppcn+lUg if 11= 0, 12 # 0. Assuming 
that A,-, f 0, formulae (1.11) imply that if the quantity l1 f 0, the boundary I: II + &bk = 0, 1 + Z;=tzk # 0 of 
the stability domain for the equilibrium statex = 0 of Eq. (1.1) with z1 = zz = . . . = g = 0 and any zt > 0, 72 > 
0, Tn > 0 is unsafe. If ll =0,12# 0,theboundaryrwithzl=z2=...z,=Oandanyrl>O,~2>0,...,1,>O 
is of the same kind if Aa > 0, and is different if Ac < 0 

In the special case when II = 1, where there is only one delay ‘~1 = z in Bq. (l.l), the BSD for the equilibrium 
statex = 0 of Eq. (1.1) corresponding to one zero root is the half-segment u + b1 = 0, u < l/z, and the parameter 
~=l~~>O.Thus,ifn=1,theboundaryu+b~=O,u~l/~isofthesamekindifz=Oforanyz>Oincases 
where II + 0 or where 1, = 0,12 f 0. 

Euzmple. We will illustrate how the quantityg is found from formulae (1.7)-(1.10) using the example of Wright’s 
equation [13] 

i=-aJ(t-1)(l+X) (1.12) 

witha=a,=uJ2. 
Equation (1.12) is a special case of Eq. (l.l), for which u = 0, bI = -(11, u12 = -a, n = 21 = z = 1. 
When a = aI the characteristic equation 
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A@) = p + aexp(-p) = 0 

has roots ~1 s = kin/2 and pj with Rep. < * < 0. 
From formulae (1.7), (1.9) and (l.ld) we obtain 

A, =a,i/Ai, A,, =0 

~2 =A*eAi(l-l/Al -l/AZ-a&1)/A* (1.13) 

A* =-lr/‘t+irr. Al =1+&c/2, 62 =I-i7rl2, 8, =-i. 62 =i 

AZ, =-az(~~)+8*r~)/(A~A2) (1.14) 

From (1.13) and (1.14) with a = al using formula (1.18) we obtain the expression 

g = ReAz, = -(3n - 2)/10 c 0 

which is the same as that obtained in [9, lo]. 

2. SYSTEMS OF SECOND-DEGREE EQUATIONS WITH DELAY 

We will now consider how to determine the unsafe and safe BSD for the equilibrium state of the system 

il = ullxI +a12x2 +b,lxl (t-z)+ bn.q(t-‘0+ 

+4(x,,x2,x,(t-T)), x,0-Z), l=l,2, ,r>o (2.1) 

where a&, bk (k = 1,2) are constant coefficients. 
Suppose that the analytic functions F&r,, x2, x3, ~4) are expanded in series in the neighbourhood of the 

pint XI, ~2, x3, x4 = 0 starting with terms of no less than the second degree in x1, x2, x3, x4, of the following 
form 

4 = q(2) +p+ $2) = . ..* 1 c 
alikXixk 

IGiGkS4 

p = c 
alikpxixkxp 

ISiGk<pG4 

where au, byp are constant coefficients. 
The characteristic equation for the equilibrium state of system (2.1) has the form 

A(P) = 
I 

P-clI(P) -C12(P) 

-c21 (PI P-%(P) I 
=0 (ck(p)=ak+bke-PT) 

(2.4 

(2.3) 

Suppose that Eq. (2.3) has simple rootspl, 2 = + h and rootspj with Repj < d < 0. 
Let A and B denote matrices with elements a& and bk (1, k = 1,2) and let F(xl, x2, x3, x4) denote a vector with 

wmponents F&I, ~2, ~3, x4) and F&I, ~2, ~3, ~4). 
We will write system (2.1) in operator form [S] 

dri(e)/dt=Lx,(e)+R(x,(e)), x,(f3)=x(t+8) (2.4) 

dx,(8)/&, -rd e<o 0, -ose<o 
Lx, e9 = Ax,(O)+Bx,(-T)), 0=0’ Rx, UN) = FG, CO)), x, (-71, 8 = 0 

wherex(t) is a vector with wmponentsx1(t),n2(t) which is a solution of system (2.1) with t > 0 with a continuously 
differentiable initial vector functionx@) = (p(8), 8 E [-z, 01. 

Let AsI be the non-zero cofactors of the element of the second row and first column of the determinants 
A@j) 0’ = 1, 2). 

We will consider vectors bj(f3) with components 
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bj”(e)=exp(piB)A*i(Pj)lAj, i.j=1,2 

Aj =A~l(~j)dA(~)l&l~=~, 
J 

where A&j) are the cofactors of the elements of the second row and ith column of the determinants A@). 
Using the method described in [8], making the change of variables 

Z,(e)=X,(e)- i bj(e)Yj(f) 
j=l 

whereyr(r) andy&) are scalar variables and z(t) is a vector variable, we transform system (2.4) to the “truncated” 
second-degree system without delay 

Yj =PjYj +Qj(Yt*Y2)s i=U (2.5) 

=z A,l(Pj) i afavi\Yk + 
IriCk< 

IL af*WiWkW,+.-. 
ISiCpC4 1 

a&j =b:“(O)=A2k(Pj)/Aj(lQI[d2) 

akj =b~‘)(-7)=eXP(-Pj~)a&-2,j(3s k 64)~ j=1#2 

yfk = a,,,j +ak2y2 + x d$‘;yj. k = AZ3.4 
r+q=2 

where the variableyz is the complex conjugate ofyr and the constants d($are defined below. 
The functions QjOl, yr) can be represented in the form 

Qj(Yi*Y2)= i C A”‘Y;Yz+ 4 . . . . 
k=2 r+q=k 

A$) = E A,r (pj )Dii’ 
I=1 

Here 

D{f) = 2i alii a. a. II I2 z alik(ailak2 +ai2akl) 
i=l 16iSkC4 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

D(‘) = ~ U,ji~i: + 20 C alikuilakl~ Dg’ = $0 + $0 
i=l 

2 
ICickC4 

s(‘) = x I aMp(ailaklap2 +ailak2apl +ai2akla,d) 
I+6kepc4 

The quantities dl = d($,, (1 s i =S 2), d$ = d($f) (3 S i d 4). The quantities d’s, d$r are the components of 
the two-dimension vectors 

drqo = ~~‘0.) Dry - i A(j + BC 
j=l rq * 1 

‘Y ’ d rql =e - “drqo + Crq 

cq = i A~;L(e-bT yl’)aj 

j=l J 

x(k)=(kE-A-BemAT), k=(r-q)h, r+q=2. q=O,l 
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The vectors Dq and c+ have components Do, D(,$, and Uij, q. 
The coefficients A($, A$, A(,‘,)can be found%om (2.6) and (2.7). 
The first Lyapunov quantity for system (2.5) can be expressed in terms of the coefficientsA(~, A$,A$ as follows: 

g = Re Ait) -co-‘A,‘~‘Im(&)) (2-8) 

(2) In the special case where F, = 0 in (2.2), formula (2.8) simplifies to 

g = ReA:? = Re$ A,,& )$” 

For system (2.1) g will be a quantity similar to the first Lyapunov quantity [8]. 
If g < 0, the BSD for system (2.1) is safe; ifg > 0, it is unsafe. 
Note that since system (1.1) is a special case of a system with delay considered in [2], formulae for the coefficients 

A(,$ can be obtained from the corresponding formulae in [2]. 
Note that the quantity g for system (1.1) can also be found from formula (2.8) if the functions F&,,x2, x3, x4) 

are only C-smooth r 2 3. 

EmnpZe. We will use this criterion to determine the type of BSD for the equilibrium state of an oscillator with 
delay in the equation 

ji(t)+x(r)=x(t-7)[a+Bx(r-r)+rx2(r-7)] (2.9 

where a, p, y < 0 are parameters. 
This equation is a special case of system (2.1). 
The characteristic equation for the equilibrium staten = 0 of Eq. (2.9) with a = 0 has rootspl, 2 = 5. 
From formulae (2.6) and (2.7) with c( = 0, for Eq. (2.9) we find the coefficients 

++&a42 +2a3h2a42) 

Here 

d,(f) = 0, & )  = A ; ; )  i - ! -  

j=l pj -2i 
(eXP(-pj7)-eXP(-2i7))U,_*,j, 

Q~j =llAj, Ct2j=PjQlj, a3j = eXp(-pjT)i Aj, Q4j = Pjosj, 

At =2i, A2 =-2i, k=3,4 

When cc = 0 formula (2.8) yields 

I)- 1 g = ReA:, - ;ycosr (2.10) 

Since y < 0 by hypothesis, (2.10) shows that the boundary 01 = 0 is safe for 0 d z G x/3 and becomes unsafe for 
7 = x;. 

This research was supported by the “Russian Universities” programme on “Fundamental Problems of Mathe- 
matics and Mechanics”. 
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